
EYE WIPES
Your Ultimate Guide to 
Bright Eyes and Waggy Tails 
with Natural Dog Company’s 
Eye Wipes
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HEY THERE, AWESOME DOG PARENT!

Hop on board the vision-care voyage, powered by Natural Dog Company. Your 
fluffy buddy isn't just any pet; they're the superstar of your life, deserving of VIP 
treatment all the way. This guide is your first-class ticket to a world where eye 
wipes do more than clean—they transform your pup's day-to-day into a vista of 
clarity and comfort.
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Spotlight on Eye Wipes: Your 
Dog's Window to the World

Think of our Eye Wipes as the magic 
wand for your dog's peepers. These 
aren't your run-of-the-mill wipes; 
they're a love letter to your dog's 
eyes, crafted with natural wonders to 
shield against irritation and ensure 
everything your dog sees is as clear 
as a bell.
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Why These Eye Wipes Are a 
Game-Changer:

Crystal Clear Vision: A swipe a day 
keeps the fog away, letting your dog 
gaze at you (or that squirrel) with 
unclouded joy.

Bye-Bye, Irritants: From dust to 
pollen, we're on guard, ensuring those 
beautiful eyes stay bright and 
irritation-free.

Soothing Comfort: Each wipe is a 
gentle hug to their eyes, offering 
soothing relief that whispers, "We’ve 
got you covered."
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Our secret sauce? A 
concoction of Witch Hazel, 
Aloe Vera, and Eyebright 
Extract, selected for their 
legendary eye-pampering 
powers.

Witch Hazel: The gentle 
warrior, keeping inflammation 
at bay and eyes sparkling.

INSIDE THE MAGIC: THE POTION FOR CLARITY

Aloe Vera: Nature's 
moisturizer, bringing 
hydration and peace to the 
eye area.

Eyebright Extract: The 
name says it all—bright eyes, 
full hearts, can't lose.

But why stop there? We've 
got a whole lineup of Eye, 
Ear, Snout, and Paw Wipes, 
each specially created for 
every aspect of your pup's 
well-being.
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Custom Care: Eyes, ears, snouts, and 
paws—we've got a specialized wipe for 
every nook and cranny.

On-the-Go Greatness: Perfect for 
adventures or just chilling at home, our 
wipes blend quality with convenience.

Back to Nature: Inspired by the wild 
diets of their ancestors, our ingredients 
are as real as it gets, delivering health in 
every swipe.

MULTIVITAMIN

Why you’ll love our 
doggy wipe lineup:



EMBRACE THE WHOLE-BODY HUG

Choosing Natural Dog Company is like enrolling in a holistic health spa for your 
pup. From sparkling eyes to tip-top toes, our wipes ensure your dog enjoys a 
balanced, blissful existence.
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Turning Care into Celebration:

Sliding our Eye Wipes into your daily ritual isn't 
just maintenance; it's a celebration of your 
dog's well-being. It’s about adding joy and 
comfort to their lives, one gentle wipe at a 
time.

Snack Time First: Before diving into eye care, 
why not set a positive vibe with a tasty treat? 
It's like saying, "Hey buddy, we're about to do 
something cool."

Gather Your Gear: Crack open your pack of 
Natural Dog Company’s Eye Wipes. It's like the 
start of a mini-spa session for your pup
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Approach with a Smile: Call your dog over in 
your happiest voice. A good mood is 
contagious, after all.

Gentle Does It: Hold an eye wipe between 
your fingers and gently approach your dog's 
eye area. No rush here, we're all about the 
relaxing vibes.

Wipe with Care: Softly wipe around the eyes, 
not directly on them. It's like giving the area a 
gentle, refreshing massage. If you encounter 
any gunk or tear stains, softly wipe them away.
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Switch If Needed: If the wipe gets a bit too 
yucky, no worries! Just grab another one and 
keep the clean-up going.

Praise and Love: Once you're done, shower 
your dog with praise and maybe another treat. 
It's a celebration of a job well done!

Dispose Properly: Toss the used wipes in the 
trash. Remember, keeping your space clean is 
part of the deal.

Make It Routine: Incorporating this into your 
regular care routine keeps those peepers 
sparkling. Plus, it's another chance for bonding 
time!
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Picking our range of wipes means you're 
all in on your dog's happiness and 
health. It's choosing the absolute best 
for your furry family member, no 
compromises.

Dive Into the Full Spectrum of Care:

Don't limit your love to just eye health. 
Explore our full suite of wipes, crafted to 
lavish your dog with care from their 
sparkling eyes to their waggy tails.

MULTIVITAMIN

Why Natural Dog Company 
is your Best Bet



Ready to Step Up Your Dog's 
Eye Care Game?

Dive into our collection of wipes and 
wellness goodies. Let's promise them a 
lifetime of clear views, endless 
adventures, and non-stop tail wags.

Here's to living the good life, full of 
health, happiness, and lots of cuddles,

Natural Dog Company
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THANKS
FOR BEING PART OF THE PACK


